
Dear Parent/Carer 

 

As you are aware a decision was made earlier during this academic year to introduce a school skirt 

displaying the QEMS logo.  

 

It has been brought to our attention that the cost implication this is having on some families is 

displeasing and we have been keen to try to resolve this for all parties concerned. We are also aware 

some parents have purchased the grey school skirt following our recent transition evening and 

therefore it has been vital for us to be clear and concise in this email.  With these factors in mind we 

have sourced numerous options over the past week or so and have been mindful of time constraints 

with the summer break looming.  

 

A decision has been made for us to change the grey skirt currently on offer to black. In doing this we 

have been able to source a local supplier who can offer various discounts to parents whilst allowing 

students the opportunity to try the garments on. This also eliminates out any postage and packaging 

charges and the inconvenience of online returns. The supplier SKS uniforms is based at 44-46 

Chartwell, Riverside, Tamworth, B79 7UG, Telephone Number: 01827 705779. This supplier is open 7 

days a week and is keen to work with us and parents to ensure we are meeting the needs of our 

students whilst enhancing the schools’ standards. Skirts will be available to purchase from 27TH July.   

 

For those parents who have already purchased a grey school skirt can we please ask that you return 

this to QEMS reception where we will arrange for the items to be returned and refunded to you 

within 14 working days. 

 

We would like to apologise to parents for any inconvenience this has caused and thank you in 

advance for your co-operation. 

 

Kind Regards 

 

 

Mrs S Minhas 

Principal 

 

 
 


